SUE TIERNAN

Volunteer role at CVIM:
Sue assists Natalie, Front Office Coordinator, on Tuesday mornings.

Learned about CVIM:
She read about the good work done at the clinic.

Volunteering at CVIM makes her feel:
Needed, useful, busy, helpful to people, all of which is good.

To interest her friends to volunteer at CVIM, she would say:
This clinic is a model for the way all of us should get medical care. Volunteers can feel proud of their contributions to an organization that makes patients feel cared for, respected, and above all known by the doctors and staff.

Sue wears many hats:
A lifelong educator, from teacher to principal, Sue was just elected to serve on the school board for the West Chester Area School District.

When Sue is not at CVIM, she likes to:
Interact with her grandchildren, read, and cook new recipes.